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My Amazing
Sense of Touch

This resource has been prepared for teachers
who are teaching young students about their skin,
their sense of touch and skin care.
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Your Skin
Up Close
The part of your body that let’s you feel the
world around you is your skin.
Your skin is made up of three layers.
The outside layer, which you can see, is called
the epidermis.
Your epidermis is made of tiny cells called
skin cells.
Inside your epidermis, new skin cells are
growing all the time.
That’s good news, because about 40,000 old,
dead skin cells fall off your body every minute!

Some of the cells in your
epidermis make a substance
called melanin. It’s melanin
that gives your skin its colour.
People with dark skin have
more melanin in their skin than
people with pale skin.

Skin cells
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Meet Your
Touching Cells
Beneath your outer layer of skin is a second
layer called the dermis.
This part of your skin is home to cells called
nerve endings.
These cells are sometimes also called touch
sensors or touch receptors.
All over your body, your skin contains
nerve endings.
It’s the job of your nerve endings to detect all
the different sensations you feel through your skin.
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Your Nerve
Endings in Action
So just how do your nerve endings help
you feel things?
Touch the clothes you are wearing with
your fingertips.
The nerve endings in your fingertips detect
how the clothes feel.
Then they send this information as
messages along pathways of nerve cells
to your brain.
When your brain receives the messages,
you feel that the fabric is smooth, woolly,
soft or rough.

Some of your nerve endings
detect textures such as rough and
smooth. Others detect if things are
hot or cold. Some nerve endings
detect pressure, such as a tap
on your arm. Many of your nerve
endings detect pain.
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This picture shows
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1. The epidermis touches
the fabric.

2. The nerve endings in the
dermis detect rough jeans.

3. Messages are sent to
your brain, and then you feel
rough jeans.
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Ouch!
That Hurts
Your sense of touch helps keep you safe by
making you feel pain.
If you touch a hot dish, the nerve endings
in your hand go into action.
In an instant, they send out messages
that your hand is in danger.
The messages speed along pathways of nerve
cells to your spinal cord and brain.
In a flash, your spinal cord sends a message to
your hand to pull away.
At the same time, your brain makes you feel
pain so you know to stop touching the dish.

This picture shows
the nerve cells, spinal
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person’s body.
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Your
Amazing Skin
Your skin is home to millions of nerve endings.
Some parts of your body are better at
detecting touch than others.
This is because the skin in these places
has more nerve endings.
Your fingertips and lips, for example, are
very sensitive.
These body parts have many more nerve
endings than your back or belly.

You have about
17,000 nerve
endings on each
of your hands!

Braille
writing

Some blind people use
their fingertips to read
a type of writing called
Braille. Instead of printed
words, the words in a
Braille book are made of
tiny raised dots.
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Your Sensitive
Tongue
It’s not just the skin on the outside of your
body that contains nerve endings.
Your tongue and the skin inside your mouth
do, too.
When you lick ice cream, the nerve endings
in your tongue detect that it’s cold.
If you take a bite of something hot, the
nerve endings in your mouth detect the heat.
They instantly send messages to your brain about
the temperature of your food.
Being able to feel that food is hot helps stop you
burning your mouth.

The nerve endings on your
tongue can feel the texture
of your food. Feeling that
your food is smooth, rough,
hard or soft makes
eating more fun.

Sometimes you accidentally put
food that’s too hot into your
mouth. Your nerve endings
act fast by sending danger
messages to your brain.

In less than a second, your brain
makes you feel pain. This warns
you that the food is hurting
your tongue.

Your brain might even
tell you to spit out the
hot food!
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Care for
Your Skin
Your hardworking skin protects your
body and lets you feel the world
around you.
It’s important, therefore, that you take
good care of it.
Every day, take a bath or shower and
wash your skin with soap and water
that’s not too hot.
When you’re out in the sun, always
protect your skin by putting on
sunscreen every two hours.
Remember! Look after your skin,
and you’ll be caring for your
amazing sense of touch, too.
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Wound

When your skin is cut or
scratched, a scab forms over
the top of the wound. Under
the protective scab, new skin
cells grow to repair the cut.

Wash a cut or scratch with warm water and
soap. You can also put a spray or cream
on the wound that kills germs. Cover the
wound with a plaster to keep it clean.
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